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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER: THE FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT TO RECORD PRESENT OBSERVATIONS IN PUBLIC
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“Publicity is a great purifier because it sets in action the forces of public opinion, and in this country public opinion controls the courses of the nation.”

INTRODUCTION

The 2010-2011 democratic movements in Africa and the Middle East, dubbed the “Arab Spring,” have borne witness to peaceful uprisings, bloody civil war, the deaths of civilians and militants, the removal of tyrants from power, and lingering questions regarding the future of these countries. During such times of turmoil, violence, and uncertainty, it is unfortunate—but far from surprising—when there are reports of targeted violence and persecution against those recording these events.

In America, by contrast, those with power employ similar tactics of oppression—but without the pretense of societal chaos as an excuse. Americans seeking to record public life often find themselves victims of government suppression. Police have used physical methods to prevent journalists from recording public protest events across America, such as “Occupy Wall Street.” Police have trained their guns on unarmed citizens for recording their activities in public streets. Citizens have been arrested for recording police officers’ public conduct. Claims of police destroying recording equipment

and erasing recorded material are common. These events are not new, they happen often, and they occur throughout America.

When police subject Americans to such treatment, they act either on their own authority or pursuant to legislative decree. The United States currently lacks a judicial check on this kind of suppression. To protect against this assault on the acquisition of knowledge, courts require—and America needs—a properly founded constitutional protection. The Fourteenth Amendment is the source of that protection; through it, every American has a fundamental right to record.

Part I of this Note evaluates the formal intrusion of state authority on the right to record: recording statutes. Part II assesses the current state of litigation regarding the right to record. By the conclusion of these two Parts, this Note will have shown that the government is restraining the right to record and that the current legal paradigms are insufficient to truly provide protection. To this end, Part III engages in a Fourteenth Amendment substantive due process analysis of the right to record, ultimately concluding that such a right is fundamental and therefore protected under substantive due process jurisprudence.

I. A GLIMPSE OF THE PROBLEM

Although the scope of the constitutional right must be developed, the best introduction to the issue is evaluating those statutes directly limiting the proposed right. This starting point establishes one avenue of government intrusion and cultivates a better understanding of the fundamental right. Forty-nine states and the fed-

---

8. See infra notes 52-60, 246-47 and accompanying text.
10. See infra Part II.
11. See infra Part III.C.
eral government have statutes limiting the ability of private citizens to record. Though the statutes have various names and forms, this Note will refer to this type of statute as a “recording statute.” These recording statutes prevent persons from recording electronic, wireless, and oral communications.

The history giving rise to these statutes is fairly straightforward. In the early years of recording technology, states affirmatively outlawed wiretapping and other means of intercepting private communications. In 1967 the Supreme Court weighed in, declaring in *Katz v. United States* that “the Fourth Amendment protects people, not places.” The Court concluded that the Fourth Amendment extends to what a person attempts to keep private, even in a publicly accessible place. To this end, the Fourth Amendment controlled when the government electronically listened to and recorded a telephone conversation held within a glass, public phone booth. Justice Harlan’s concurring opinion ultimately defined Fourth Amendment jurisprudence, setting forth the oft-cited two-part test for what constitutes a governmental search.

13. *Id.* at 533-45.
19. *Id.* at 351-52.
20. *Id.* at 353.
23. *Katz*, 389 U.S. at 361 (Harlan, J., concurring) (“There is a twofold requirement, first that a person have exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy, and, second, that the expectation be one that society is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable.’”).
In direct response to the Court’s holding in *Katz*, Congress passed the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. This law was more than a response to *Katz*—it was an expansion. The Act established a standard regulating more than just government conduct or mere wiretapping. It pertained to both government and private conduct and addressed both the method and substance of recording. In turn, states used this federal legislation as a model for their legislative agendas and reworked their recording statutes. And though these federal and state statutes are not identical, three pertinent elements of a recording statute are relevant to the right to record: consent, privacy, and secrecy. Because each of these elements may vary by jurisdiction, they will be discussed in turn.

Consent. Consent in a recording statute pertains to an agreement by the parties to record the communication. The federal standard requires that at least one party to the communication consent to the recording. Under this standard, the recording party’s consent is implied if that party partakes in the communication. To the extent this occurs, this consent requirement is effectively moot because the recording party will always consent to the recording taking place. Thirteen states go beyond the federal standard, at least with respect to some types of recordings, and require that all recorded parties consent to the recording. The recording statutes’ consent element


26. See Bast, supra note 21, at 845 & n.83.


29. See Bast, supra note 21, app. at 927-30.

30. Alderman, supra note 12, at 490.


32. Id. § 2511(2)(d).

can therefore be viewed on a three-point spectrum: all party consent, at least one recorded party’s consent, and no consent if the recording party partakes in the recorded communication.

Privacy. With regard to the recording statutes, privacy is the ability to have one’s communications kept from others—or at least off a permanent recording. The federal standard establishes that there must be an expectation of privacy attached to the communication for the recording to violate the statute.34 Nine states set a higher standard by altogether ignoring the privacy expectations and looking to other elements to ascertain if a recording is illegal.35 This higher standard may prohibit recording communications that lack any expectation of privacy, including conversations of public officials acting in the normal course of their duties.36

Secrecy. Secrecy in recording statutes matters only to the extent that the recording activity is disclosed to or readily discoverable by those parties being recorded. The federal standard does not account for secrecy when ascertaining what recordings are unlawful.37 This lack of a secrecy element indicates that Congress intended to protect private communications38 with only consent and privacy considerations. The inferential conclusion, then, is that both surreptitious and open recordings may violate the statute. Five states deviate from this standard by prohibiting only those recordings that are surreptitious.39

These three elements are important because of their substantive impact on the constitutional right at issue. Consent limits who may be recorded. Privacy limits where the recording may take place and the substance of the recording. Secrecy limits the method of


recording. Thus, the statutory landscape is a patchwork of normative decisions regarding which elements, and in what formulation, best protect privacy interests. From a broad procedural view, this is acceptable—even laudable. Legislatures are the arena of policy making, and individual states are allowed to experiment with their social values.40

The fault lies in the policymakers’ blind reliance on the standard set forth by the higher authority. State legislatures shaped their recording statutes in light of the federal standard,41 which Congress fashioned to reflect the judicial standard in Katz.42 But the Katz Court spoke specifically to government actors recording citizens.43 A Fourth Amendment analysis of government wiretapping44 produced the focus on people instead of places,45 as well as the development of a two-step standard to determine constitutionally permissible conduct.46 The applicability of such Fourth Amendment determinations should thus be limited to government actors; the legality of private conduct is not constrained by Fourth Amendment boundaries.47 And yet, through these recording statutes, private conduct is regulated by these very Fourth Amendment restraints on government action: consent, privacy, and secrecy. This template for proper government action was inappropriately used as guidance in constraining private conduct.

Moreover, legislative reliance on the Court’s Fourth Amendment standards has narrowed the perceived universe of constraints, allowing legislatures to ignore other constitutional limitations. By focusing on consent, privacy, and secrecy—the statutory standards deriving from the Fourth Amendment analysis—legislatures have ignored other constitutional provisions that they may be violating.

The above critique is not to suggest that every recording statute is in some way unconstitutional. Different legal standards may simultaneously and concordantly designate the same conduct per-

41. See supra note 28 and accompanying text.
42. See supra notes 24-26 and accompanying text.
44. Id. at 353.
45. Id. at 351.
46. Id. at 361 (Harlan, J., concurring).
missible or impermissible. Although the recording statutes trace their modern scope to *Katz*, the boundaries of the constitutional right to record may fall along similar lines. The right to record is not without its own limitations. But, until now, only the *Katz* Fourth Amendment benchmarks have shaped the ability of citizens to exercise their right to record. The consequence has been the inappropriate curtailing of private liberty interests predicated upon the constitutional constraints of government conduct.

II. CONTEMPORARY FOCUS ON THE RIGHT TO RECORD

The battleground to vindicate the right to record has been in three general types of litigation. A private individual may have a state-based cause of action against another party who records that individual.48 A state may criminally charge an individual with violating an applicable state recording statute.49 Or a private individual may bring action against the government for impermissibly restricting that citizen’s right to record.50 For the purposes of this Part, the most salient type of case arises from this final category and involves a citizen who brings an action for deprivation of rights under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. The nature of a § 1983 action requires the plaintiff to allege that a state actor deprived that citizen of “any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution.”51 The requirement of an affirmatively pled constitutional right makes this type of litigation fertile ground to explore the boundaries of state infringement upon constitutional freedoms. As will be shown, the focus of these actions has been on First Amendment concerns, whereas the Fourteenth Amendment’s substantive due process considerations are almost nonexistent.

A. First Amendment Litigation

In pertinent § 1983 actions, the conduct central to each dispute is a public official preventing a private citizen from using some device—visual, audio, or a combination thereof—to record another person. The vast majority of legal arguments stemming from this litigation focus on whether the First Amendment protects the action of recording, and the academic discourse tracks this focus.

Each link of the “chain of communication,” from the act of recording to delivering the recording to an audience, contains a different theory of First Amendment protection. The relevant First Amendment argument therefore depends upon the threshold determination of what stage in the recording process an individual’s conduct enjoys the aegis of First Amendment protection. The earliest possible stage of recording is when a party captures an observation with a recording device. At this point, the theories of First Amendment protection are either a general right to gather information or an essential aspect of the more specific right to petition. The next stage of recording involves the ability of the observer to communicate. The theory of First Amendment protection at this


53. See, e.g., Glik v. Cunniffe, 655 F.3d 78, 82-84 (1st Cir. 2011); Kelly v. Borough of Carlisle, 622 F.3d 248, 259 (3d Cir. 2010); Fordyce, 55 F.3d at 438.

54. See sources cited infra notes 55-60.


point asserts a constitutional right to convey an inherently expressive message,\textsuperscript{58} which may be narrowed to a prior restraint claim.\textsuperscript{59} The final stage of recording relates to the audience receiving the recording. At this point, the First Amendment protection focuses on the audience rather than the recording party by framing the recording as an essential aspect of the public's right to receive information.\textsuperscript{60}

Even when the right has been framed under a particular First Amendment theory, the government may restrict that right to a reasonable time, manner, and place.\textsuperscript{61} In § 1983 actions to date, the question of what will clear this hurdle of reasonableness is determined only by those facts before each court.\textsuperscript{62} The relatively few cases bearing upon the right to record therefore fail to sufficiently trace the full extent of constitutionally protected conduct. This produces a doctrinal inadequacy, whereby the judicial lines tracing the right are either insufficient or simply in the wrong places.

A critical view of this First Amendment litigation also reveals the deficiency in terms of litigation strategy. There is no clear, single basis upon which this right can be litigated under the First Amendment. The result is fractured theories about how to define the right,\textsuperscript{63} which have expanded into a disjointed consensus regarding whether a right actually exists—much less to what extent.\textsuperscript{64} This splintering of the underlying theory and its appropriate scope has had ripple effects in terms of its practical success, so that authority is split across jurisdictions in establishing both the underlying-


\textsuperscript{60} See Glik, 655 F.3d at 82; see also Alderman, supra note 12, at 519-25.

\textsuperscript{61} E.g., Glik, 655 F.3d at 84; Kelly v. Borough of Carlisle, 622 F.3d 248, 262 (3d Cir. 2010).

\textsuperscript{62} See, e.g., Glik, 655 F.3d at 84-85 (establishing that this determination is a case-by-case inquiry).

\textsuperscript{63} See supra notes 55-60 and accompanying text.

ing right and the situations in which it is protected. Ultimately, the doctrinal failings necessarily produce litigation strategy issues: the First Amendment cannot provide a clear or unified avenue of assault against infringement of the right to record.

Considering the above, the First Amendment is not the vehicle to protect and enforce the right to record. It is therefore appropriate to look for other constitutional alternatives to uphold this right. Such a constitutional alternative may provide a uniform theory of protected conduct, fill in the gaps of First Amendment litigation, and fully establish the appropriate scope of the right to record. The Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause can provide these solutions.

B. Fourteenth Amendment Litigation

Compared to the litigated First Amendment issues, the black ink of judicial and academic opinion has left the canvas of Fourteenth Amendment protection all but blank. Only a few courts have assessed whether a Fourteenth Amendment substantive due process right to record exists. Exposing the dearth of attention paid to the Fourteenth Amendment underscores the need for this Note to fully flesh out the substantive due process right as discussed below.

The court in Horen v. Board of Education spoke most on point regarding a substantive due process right to record. The plaintiff-appellants, parents of a ten-year-old child with various disabilities, had a prolonged and contentious relationship with various defendants, including the local school district. The parties repeatedly convened with the intent to draft an Individual Educational Plan so that the student could return to school. But because the parents wanted to record these meetings and the school district did not, the

65. See supra notes 53-62 and accompanying text.
67. See infra Part III.
69. Id. at 839.
70. Id.
parties failed to develop an educational plan.\textsuperscript{71} The Toledo Public Schools thereafter filed an administrative complaint and an Impartial Hearing Officer granted, in pertinent part, their request to ban the parents’ audio or video recordings of the meetings without prior consent of all involved parties.\textsuperscript{72} A subsequent appeal brought the parties before the United States District Court,\textsuperscript{73} which considered the parents’ claims—including that of a substantive due process right to record the Individual Education Plan meetings.\textsuperscript{74}

The \textit{Horen} court dismissed this claim by focusing on two substantive due process interests.\textsuperscript{75} First, the court reasoned that because no constitutional right to education exists, the parents retained no apparent constitutional right to attend and record the educational meetings.\textsuperscript{76} The ability to record, then, could draw constitutional authority from the ability to attend the educational meetings, but only if that underlying ability was itself constitutionally guaranteed. And because attending educational meetings was not protected by a specific constitutional provision, no constitutional right to record the educational meetings existed.\textsuperscript{77}

The court next shifted its focus to an alternative substantive due process interest and found, once more, the plaintiffs’ position wanting. The court declared that requiring all parties to consent to the recording, and the Toledo Public Schools’ subsequent denial of consent, was not such an “abuse of power that ‘shocks the con-

\textsuperscript{71} Id. \\
\textsuperscript{72} Id. at 839-40. \\
\textsuperscript{73} Id. at 840. \\
\textsuperscript{74} Id. at 843-44. \\
\textsuperscript{75} See id. at 844. \\
\textsuperscript{76} Id. \\
Thus decided, the court moved on to the plaintiffs’ other claims, presumably finding the substantive due process claim thoroughly explored.

The *Horen* court devoted a total of ten sentences to the substantive due process analysis; to qualify this rumination on the right to record as lacking would be an understatement. Yet this is representative of the total lack of ammunition a citizen currently has at her disposal if she wishes to validate her Fourteenth Amendment right to record. If substantive due process jurisprudence is to provide grounds to protect this right, further development of the right to record is necessary. This Note provides the first step of an admittedly arduous journey.

### III. SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS

Both the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments protect citizens from deprivations of “life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.” Procedural due process is the literal application of this language and prohibits those processes that deprive life, liberty, or property but lack sufficiently equitable procedures to protect those interests. Parallel to this procedural protection is the concept of substantive due process: that some life, liberty, and property interests are so fundamental that no process, regardless of its procedural protections, could constitutionally result in their deprivation. It is to substantive due process that this Note now turns. As the *Horen* court noted, there are three types of individual interests that substantive due process protects, each of which is discussed below.

---

79. See id. at 843-44.
82. See, e.g., Daniels v. Williams, 474 U.S. 327, 331 (1986); see also Williams, *supra* note 81, at 419.
83. See *Horen*, 594 F. Supp. 2d at 843.
A. Interests Protected by Substantive Due Process

1. Existing Constitutional Rights

The first substantive due process interest is the protection against government infringement upon constitutional rights specifically guaranteed outside the Due Process Clause. Applying this substantive due process interest to the right to record would root the constitutional protection for the right in an alternate section of the Constitution—such as the First Amendment. The Due Process Clause would then apply that protection against state action. Because such an application of substantive due process establishes the source of protection outside of the Due Process Clause, this substantive due process interest is beyond the scope of this Note. This Note does not use the Due Process Clause merely as a means to apply the protections found elsewhere in the Constitution to the right to record. The Due Process Clause is the source of that fundamental right. It is therefore prudent to look to the alternative interests protected by substantive due process.

2. Egregious Executive Conduct

The second substantive due process interest is the protection against government action that is so egregious that it “shock[s] the conscience” and fails to “respect certain decencies of civilized conduct.” Although this may appear to focus on the process of government action, the Court has held that this is an application of substantive due process. The “shocks the conscience” test is the

84. McDonald v. City of Chi., 130 S. Ct. 3020, 3030-31 (2010) (plurality opinion). The Horen court appeared to apply a modified version of this analysis. See supra notes 76-77 and accompanying text. This trends closely to protecting the penumbras of enumerated rights, see Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 484-85 (1965), but some claim that the Court has discarded the concept of penumbras for substantive due process purposes, see, e.g., Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 594-95 (2003) (Scalia, J., dissenting); see also Aaron J. Shuler, From Immutable to Existential: Protecting Who We Are and Who We Want to Be with the “Equalery” of the Substantive Due Process Clause, 12 J.L. & SOC. CHALLENGES 220, 268-70 (2010).

85. See supra Part II.A.

86. Horen, 594 F. Supp. 2d at 843.


manifestation of substantive due process protection only against arbitrary executive conduct.89

Applying this substantive due process interest to the right to record is possible. Executive conduct has infringed upon the right to record.90 But this Note intends to establish that the right to record is itself fundamental, rather than that a particular executive action is unconstitutional. This analysis will avoid the distraction of focusing on a single type of executive conduct. Such a narrow focus would ignore not only existing legislative conduct,91 but it might also fail to address other methods of executive conduct that may impermissibly infringe upon the right. This substantive due process interest is therefore put to the side.

3. Nontextual Constitutional Rights

The final, and perhaps the most controversial,92 substantive due process interest is establishing those liberty interests not found in the Constitution’s text but deemed to be of such a fundamental nature that they are afforded constitutional protection.93 The Court, by and large, continues to be receptive to the fact that substantive due process can identify unenumerated rights.94 Paired with this recognition is the well-founded principle of judicial restraint, which arises from intertwining concerns. The first of these concerns is an apprehension regarding the judiciary’s legitimacy when invalidating

89. Id. at 846; see also Martinez v. Cui, 608 F.3d 54, 63-64 (1st Cir. 2010). See generally Rosalie Berger Levinson, Reining in Abuses of Executive Power Through Substantive Due Process, 60 FLA. L. REV. 519, 529-35 (2008).
90. See supra notes 4-7, 52-60; infra notes 246-47 and accompanying text.
91. See supra Part I.
92. See, e.g., Williams, supra note 81, at 408, 411 & nn.1-7.
93. See generally Shuler, supra note 84, at 239-62 (discussing the history of substantive due process).
“democratically-enacted legislation” based upon the limited means of precise standards. The second is a fear of judges having free reign to “impose their own personal preferences instead of engaging in the proper judicial role” of a neutral and detached arbiter. These concerns make the Court hesitant to establish additional nontextual constitutional rights; nonetheless it remains open to the possibility. Even in the face of this reluctance, it is this substantive due process interest that best protects the right to record.

B. Generality and Scope of the Liberty Interest

Before determining whether a liberty interest is a nontextual constitutional right, that liberty interest must first be adequately defined. This Note asserts that recording statutes go too far in restricting the constitutional right, and that First Amendment litigation is unable to go far enough in protecting the full extent of the right to record. A substantive due process analysis, as called for in this Note, requires more: there must be an affirmative right, and merely labeling it the “right to record” is insufficient.

The Court has counseled for “careful description of the asserted fundamental liberty interest” in order to justify constitutional protection of the interest in light of the concerns underlying the finding of nontextual rights. The Court has been loath to provide any firm guidance as to how to describe a right carefully. The focus on the implications of establishing a nontextual right indicates that the description should at least be precise enough to avoid unintended consequences.

A few Justices have indicated that a proper description requires framing the right at the “most specific level [of generality] at which a relevant tradition protecting, or denying protection to, the as-

95. Rubin, supra note 94, at 837 & n.17.
96. Id. at 837.
97. Id. at 836-38.
98. See supra Part I.
99. See supra Part II.A.
101. See id. at 721; supra notes 95-96 and accompanying text.
102. See, e.g., Glucksberg, 521 U.S. at 720-21.
serted right can be identified." This standard provides additional protection against arbitrary judicial fiat, but no controlling decision has adopted this standard. Criticism of this most-specific-level standard has highlighted its disconnect with Court precedent as well as more fundamental problems. Regardless of its flaws and detractors, this standard provides the crucial foundation to formulate the contours of the right to record. It mitigates concerns that the judiciary makes its own normative values into law, and the specificity suggests only a minimal exercise of judicial action. But this standard is only a starting point. The Court has encouraged “formulating the interest at stake” in a “precise” manner while simultaneously deviating from the most specific level of generality and evaluating broader liberty interests.

With these considerations acting as guideposts, the right to record is defined as follows: (1) a private citizen has (2) a fundamental right to record with a mechanical device all things then observable by the citizen (3) within public space (4) that are legally observable by that individual. This right has been separated into four distinct elements, but the sum of the parts encapsulates the right to record. The separation merely provides a convenient mechanism to adequately assess the various parts of the right at issue in the following substantive due process analysis.

107. See, e.g., Tribe & Dorf, supra note 104, at 1086. But see Safranek & Safranek, supra note 105, at 966-76.
C. The Nontextual Right Analysis: Establishing the Liberty Interest as Fundamental

The analysis for ascertaining whether a nontextual liberty interest is constitutionally protected as a fundamental right shapes the framework of this Section. The Court has implemented two methods of identifying fundamental rights, both of which are now reviewed.

One method is labeled a “reasoned judgment” analysis, whereby the Court identifies as fundamental those “personal liberties that it deems appropriate for our contemporary society.” Criticisms of this approach are fairly self-evident in light of the prudential concerns noted above. They include charges of violating the separation of powers, judicial activism, and an impermissible return to subjectively implemented natural law. Yet the Court has used the “reasoned judgment” analysis time and again to designate liberty interests as fundamental rights. This includes establishing the right of individuals to marry another person without the limitation of “invidious racial discriminations,” the right of a woman to terminate her pregnancy, and the right of individuals to engage in private sexual conduct without government interference.

The alternative method is one of “historical tradition,” whereby the Court “test[s] the asserted claim of constitutional protection ... against the Nation’s traditional treatment of the claim.” The historical tradition analysis is more narrow than the reasoned judgment approach, but this is a positive for its advocates: it provides real limitations on judicial action in light of the prudential concerns

111. Id. at 107.
112. See supra notes 95-96 and accompanying text.
114. Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 12 (1967); see also Shuler, supra note 84, at 263-64.
115. Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 870-78 (1992) (plurality opinion); Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 170 (1973) (Stewart, J., concurring); see also Conkle, supra note 110, at 100-05; Shuler, supra note 84, at 267-68, 298-300.
117. See Conkle, supra note 110, at 83-90.
118. See id. at 92.
119. Id. at 87-88.
underlying the establishment of a nontextual right. As a result, those Justices who appear most hesitant to engage in identifying nontextual rights have adopted the historical tradition analysis. Implementation of this method has established a right to live with those family members of one’s own choosing. More notable may be those liberty interests to which the historical tradition analysis has denied status as a fundamental right. This includes the freedom of an individual to engage in homosexual sodomy, the ability of an individual to be awarded parental rights by the state when that individual is all but certain to be the father of a child conceived as part of an adulterous affair, and the access to physician-assisted suicide.

The Court has used both the reasoned judgment and historical tradition methods of analysis to evaluate substantive due process claims. Though this treatment produces sometimes inconsistent results, the Court has yet to invalidate either analytical method. It is therefore left to litigants and the lower courts to decide which method to actually employ. In considering these two methods, this Note employs a pragmatic strategy by utilizing the analysis that appears to have the broader appeal. Because of that method’s internally imposed limitation, as well as the contemporary Court’s predilection towards it, the remainder of this Section will reflect an application of the “historical tradition” analysis of the right to record.

122. Moore, 431 U.S. at 505-06; see also Conkle, supra note 110, at 84-85.
123. Bowers, 478 U.S. at 192-95; see also Conkle, supra note 110, at 87; Shuler, supra note 84, at 285-87.
124. Michael H., 491 U.S. at 113-14, 124-27; see also Shuler, supra note 84, at 295-96.
125. Glucksberg, 521 U.S. at 728; see also Conkle, supra note 110, at 88-90; Shuler, supra note 84, at 306-08.
126. Compare supra note 116 (reasoned judgment analysis protecting all private sexual conduct), with supra note 123 (historical tradition analysis refusing constitutional protection of a specific, private sexual act).
127. See Conkle, supra note 110, at 82-83.
128. See supra notes 94, 121 and accompanying text.
The historical tradition method distinguishes as fundamental those liberty interests that are so “deeply rooted in this Nation’s history and tradition”\textsuperscript{129} that they are “implicit in the concept of ordered liberty.”\textsuperscript{130} Each element of the right to record will be analyzed under this standard in the following Subsections, so that each aspect of the right to record will be shown to be a deeply rooted American tradition. This process will establish the liberty interest as fundamental.

\section*{1. Private Citizens}

Only private citizens can benefit from the constitutionally protected right to record. Although subsequent Sections of this Note will explain why private citizens retain the right,\textsuperscript{131} it must first be established who does not fall within the purview of this category: state agents. As a general matter, there has long been a clear distinction between the identities of public and private actors—established well before America’s founding.\textsuperscript{132}

Fourteenth Amendment jurisprudence reflects this generally accepted divide. In its initial reviews of Fourteenth Amendment application, the Court recognized that the Fourteenth Amendment protects against certain conduct of state actors and not private persons.\textsuperscript{133} This strand of jurisprudence eventually developed into the formal legal theory of state action,\textsuperscript{134} with the underlying purpose being to “preserv[\text{e}] ... individual freedom”; simultaneously, the legal theory of state action would absolve the state of responsibility

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[129]{Glucksberg, 521 U.S. at 721 (quoting Moore v. City of E. Cleveland, 431 U.S. 494, 503 (1977) (plurality opinion)).}
\footnotetext[130]{Id. (quoting Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U.S. 319, 325 (1937)).}
\footnotetext[131]{See infra Part III.C.2.}
\footnotetext[132]{See John Locke, Two Treatises of Government and a Letter Concerning Toleration 101-02, 136-38, 157-58 (Shapiro ed., 2003) (1690) (concluding that man in the state of nature is a private actor; an agent of the commonwealth is a public officer).}
\footnotetext[133]{The Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3, 11-12 (1883); see also Ex parte Virginia, 100 U.S. 339, 346-47 (1879); Virginia v. Rives, 100 U.S. 313, 318 (1879); United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 542-43 (1875).}
\end{footnotes}
for “conduct it could not control,” while holding the state responsible for its own actions.135

This respect for the line drawing between public and private is maintained when looking at the photonegative of state action. Doing so shifts the focus away from the party against whom the Fourteenth Amendment offers protection and towards the party to whom Fourteenth Amendment rights are afforded. The text of the Due Process Clause affords protection to “person[s].”136 Although people are necessarily the officers of the State,137 the Court made it clear in its earliest decisions that the Fourteenth Amendment protects the rights of private individuals.138 State action doctrine seeks to preserve the freedom of private individuals to act relative to the party protected by due process. Similarly, due process protection preserves the freedoms of each individual citizen’s life, liberty, and property interests.139 The goal in both instances is to shield individual freedom.

This allocation of rights is aligned with the general construction of the Constitution as well as the nature of any constitutionally declared right.140 Because the Constitution is a source for grants of, and limitations on, government power, individuals necessarily retain any liberty right afforded by the Constitution. Therefore, if public officials wanted to exercise a similar ability to record, the constitutionality of their conduct would not be subject to the affirmatively protected due process liberty interest. That action would, instead, be measured by the constitutional grants and restraints imposed upon the exercise of government power.

137. See Ex parte Virginia, 100 U.S. at 347.
138. E.g., Cruikshank, 92 U.S. at 554.
2. A Right to Record by Mechanical Device

Observation is perceiving physical reality. Recording is making that observation permanent. Recording can be accomplished naturally or by mechanical device. Although this Fourteenth Amendment right may intersect with First Amendment protection, it does so only with regard to the method of capture and not with regard to the substance of the constitutional protection. That is, while the First Amendment may extend protection to acquiring and disseminating a still- or moving-image capture, this protection is present only because the particular recording contained a likely understood message. In contrast, the Fourteenth Amendment protection of such image captures need not contain any message; instead, the protection derives from its deep roots in the nation’s culture and traditions.

Analyzing this element of the right to record with the historical tradition method requires two separate lines of discussion. First is a focus on the historical treatment of mechanical recording to show that, prior to Katz, the American public by and large accepted citizens mechanically recording their observations in the public space. The discussion will then turn to the tradition of protecting the natural process of recording. Following this evaluation, the discussion will explain why mechanical recording is sufficiently similar to natural recording so as to benefit from its longstanding American support.

a. The Historical Treatment of Mechanical Recording

The ability to record observations by mechanical device did not become readily available to the public until the Eastman Kodak Company invented the inexpensive snap camera in 1884. With the
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The snap camera, just about any member of the public could easily and affordably take candid photographs in public.\textsuperscript{148} The popularity of the snap camera with the general public was explosive.\textsuperscript{149} In contrast, the bourgeois reacted with abhorrence to the technology’s undermining of respectability and destruction of social barriers.\textsuperscript{150} This negative response culminated six years later when Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis published the now-infamous article \textit{The Right to Privacy}.\textsuperscript{151} Warren and Brandeis advocated against the publication of one’s “inviolate personality” through the legal protection of the individual’s right “to be let alone.”\textsuperscript{152}

At the outset, there was scant legal authority to provide a remedy to those individuals whose image had been captured.\textsuperscript{153} But starting in 1905, state courts began to recognize in haphazard fashion the Warren and Brandeis right to privacy.\textsuperscript{154} This adoption was, initially, a slow burn, whereby only fifteen states recognized the right to privacy as an actionable tort by 1940.\textsuperscript{155} By 1950, most states recognized the privacy tort in at least some form.\textsuperscript{156} Concurrent with judicial action, various states passed statutes that focused on individual privacy. The first statute to tackle the issue was passed in New York after the state court of last resort failed to find an actionable tort when a company used an individual’s image as part of its trademark without that individual’s consent.\textsuperscript{157} Other states such as California, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Utah enacted similar statutory protections soon thereafter.\textsuperscript{158}

Although these judicial and legislative protections of privacy were not uniform, their common quality was that they concerned the
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divulgence of a person’s private information. The acquisition—that is the recording—of the individual’s “inviolate personality” was not the focus of the vast majority of these privacy protections. Indeed, William Prosser, after reviewing the wealth of legal activity and cataloguing the “contours and limitations” of the right to privacy in 1960, identified only one actionable tort pertaining to acquisition. This tort depended upon “[i]ntrusion” on an individual’s “seclusion,” “solitude,” or “private affairs.” Prosser made no mention of consent to being recorded or the secrecy of the recording. This tort provided a cause of action only for recording within an individual’s home or “in facilities remote from the public.” To this extent, it encompassed privacy—but as defined by places, not by people. It could be seen as a broad reflection of protecting against the intrusion upon communications held in zones of privacy, such as wiretapping.

For all of the handwringing over the individual’s privacy, America’s near-universal acceptance of the right to privacy never encompassed a rejection of the individual’s right to record what was already within the public space. Consent, privacy, and secrecy—at least as applied in recording statutes—were never protected. It was only when the federal and state legislatures inappropriately applied the Court’s jurisprudence regulating government conduct to permissible individual conduct that this long-valued freedom was ignored. In passing their respective recording statutes, legislators infringed upon the eighty years worth of extensive acceptance of the citizen’s ability to make permanent his or her observations in the public realm with a mechanical device.
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This liberty right is well-established on its own merits, but it also arose from a more basic concept. Individuals are allowed to observe—and record—those things in the public realm by natural means. The following sets forth the longstanding American tradition of protecting this natural recording process by evaluating that process sequentially.

b. Natural Recording—Step 1: Matter Exists in Physical Reality

In physical reality, all matter exists.\(^{169}\) Existence of matter is defined, in its most reduced state, by the presence of elementary particles.\(^{170}\) These elementary particles, being the “building blocks” of all matter in physical reality,\(^{171}\) define the qualities and limits of each thing’s physical existence.\(^{172}\) Matter therefore exists to the extent and in the manner that elementary particles form such matter. This is how physical reality has existed since its inception.\(^{173}\) This brief reflection on how things exist in physical reality merely operates to establish that even the first step in the natural recording sequence is of a fundamental character.

c. Natural Recording—Step 2: Humans Observe Things via the Body

The composition of elementary particles constructs the innate characteristics of any particular thing in physical reality. External observations give those characteristics spatial and tangible relevance to physical reality. A thing’s size is measured by how large it

---
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looks; a thing’s weight is measured by how heavy it feels. The types of measurement are vast and need not all be repeated here.

So, too, the method of observation varies. Some observations are accomplished only by means that cannot be reproduced by human faculties174 and are therefore foreign to the “natural” human experience. But humanity is well versed in its own methods of observation: humans have long understood their ability to use senses to measure those things in physical reality.175 These senses allow the human brain to use the body’s sensory receptors as a means to observe the innate characteristics of a thing’s existence.176 The process is so innate to the operation of human existence that, like breathing, it transcends the notion of tradition altogether. It is simply a part of human existence.

Separate from—but related to—this process of acquisition is the deprivation of the ability to perceive physical reality. In other societies, the cultural, religious, or social traditions may support such sensory deprivation.177 But in America, methods of preventing natural observation have long been antithetical to this nation’s traditions and values. This is showcased when evaluating those situations in which historically such deprivation was possible—as perpetrated by fellow citizens, government actors, and government-imposed punishment. The following discussion only underscores the American tradition against sensory deprivation; it does not assert that protecting the natural recording process was the specific rationale underlying this tradition. Nevertheless, the tradition against sensory deprivation signifies an embrace of principles that are in accord with protecting natural observation.

**Citizen conduct.** American tradition has long held that the conduct of private individuals that deprives fellow citizens of their


senses is unacceptable. This unwanted intrusion upon an individual’s bodily integrity has long been subject to the common law action for battery.178 The Court has held this right out as the most “sacred” and “carefully guarded[ ] by the common law.”179 Similarly, the common law criminal prohibition against such deprivation was established as “mayhem” early in English law, though narrowly applied when the injury deprived the individual of the ability to provide military assistance to the King.180 The Coventry Act of 1670 broadened “mayhem” beyond this focus on the ability to fight to include any maiming or disfiguring of another.181 Historically, nearly every American state adopted mayhem as a distinct statutory offense, but over time it has largely been subsumed by other statutory criminal offenses.182

**Government actors.** Government actors—typically police officers—traditionally retain immunity from civil liability for tortious conduct when lawfully discharging their duties.183 An equally longstanding tradition holds these government agents liable for battery when their conduct extends beyond the exercise of their duties.184 Measuring the permissibility of such conduct requires determining if the force used against an individual was reasonably necessary.185 Therefore, American tradition has long held government actors liable for depriving individuals of their senses when such conduct is not reasonably necessary. What conduct is not reasonably necessary is a fact-intensive question, but it is sufficient here for the purpose of establishing the American tradition to acknowledge that *some* government action resulting in sensory deprivation can lead to liability for battery.186
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Government-imposed punishment. In the early American colonies, it was not altogether uncommon for criminal punishment to consist of bodily mutilation, such as the removal or destruction of an offender’s ears.187 But the 1791 ratification of the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution188 prohibited the infliction of “cruel and unusual” punishment.189 Prior to ratification, individual states used this language to proscribe “the imposition of torture and other cruel punishments.”190 The Court has applied this interpretation to the Eighth Amendment text.191

Although the nature of the phrase “cruel and unusual” is ambiguous,192 the debate over ratification of the Eighth Amendment is telling. One congressman opposed ratification because the Amendment threatened the then-accepted practice of cutting off ears as criminal punishment.193 Rather than providing specific restraints on punishments, the ratifiers implicitly accepted that such mutilation would become unconstitutional.194 Not waiting for the Court to find such punishment unconstitutional, the states themselves turned away from such drastic corporal punishment. Beginning at the turn of the nineteenth century, especially in the northern states, the attitudes of legislatures across America began shifting away from corporal punishment and public humiliation.195 And though there were both regional exceptions and differing attitudes toward slaves,196 the American tradition against punishment resulting in sensory deprivation took root during the nation’s formative years.

The Court therefore had to catch up with state legislatures when it finally reviewed punishment under the Eighth Amendment. In its first decision directly concerning the constitutionality of a punish-
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ment,197 the Court recognized that “punishments of torture [leading to death] and all others in the same line of unnecessary cruelty” are prohibited by the Eighth Amendment.198 Less than fifteen years later, the Court recognized that the prohibition extended to barbarous methods of punishment,199 with some Justices focusing on merely those punishments that “inflict[ed] ... acute pain and suffering.”200 And by 1910, there was widespread recognition at the state level that some corporal punishment, such as cutting off limbs and ears, would be unconstitutional.201

Considering the above, it is therefore apparent that, from America’s infancy, this nation has valued the protection of the individual’s natural ability to use the body as a vehicle to observe physical reality. Historically, the common law has provided citizens with both civil and criminal recourse against fellow citizens who deprive them of this ability.202 Starting shortly after America’s founding and evolving in the next century, the public—and then the Court—rejected the imposition of punishments resulting in sensory deprivation.203 The recognition that government actors, outside of the punishment context, cannot deprive a citizen of her ability to observe physical reality unless such conduct is within the reasonable exercise of government duties is equally longstanding.204 The focus here is on the actual protection against sensory deprivation; this Note does not presume to project any rationale for that protection. And the expansive scope and history of this protection establishes that the second step in the natural recording process has long been enshrined in American history and tradition.
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The final sequence of recording is the act of making the observation permanent. “Permanent” simply means “[t]o continue indefinitely” until “change [is] made,” but is not to be conflated or confused with forever, perpetual, or for any “fixed or certain” timeframe. As the body provides the mind a vehicle to observe reality, the human mind enables the individual’s “self” to keep those observations permanent. The mind therefore records observations by the natural method of memory.

Natural recording is more deeply engrained in American values than even the longstanding protection of the ability to observe. As John Locke once recognized, “the inward persuasion of the mind ... cannot be compelled to the belief of anything by outward force.” The protection against government control of the individual’s mind was fundamental and widespread during the time when there were no means by which the government could pervade the individual’s mind. This inability indicates why, as a practical matter, there existed no common law or statutory prohibition against such government intrusion. Nevertheless, the sanctity of the mind was a core value enshrined in the Constitution. The Court has repeatedly acknowledged the freedom of thought as “the matrix ... of nearly every ... form of [constitutional] freedom.” The freedom of thought, and thus necessarily the freedom of memory, is one of the few fundamental American freedoms upon which there is extensive—perhaps near universal—agreement.
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e. The Tradition of Natural Recording Extends to Mechanical Recording

The history of American culture regarding the natural recording process\textsuperscript{213} shows a longstanding tradition of holding the protection of the process in high regard. The remaining question, then, is whether this deeply rooted value can appropriately be extended to mechanical recording due to the substantial similarity between the two different modes of recording. To resolve this issue, the recording methods must be compared.

Because a video camera records a vast array of types of observations, it is perhaps the best representative of a mechanical device that records.\textsuperscript{214} The video camera’s basic operation utilizes technology to replicate the natural human methods of observation and recording.\textsuperscript{215} The core concepts of observation and recording are therefore the same for both natural and mechanical recording. The substance of the recording—those objects in physical reality—is also shared between the two methods of recording. The broad concept and application of these two recording methods are therefore substantially similar. What potentially distinguishes the two methods are any differences in their nature and application.

Format. One obvious distinction between the two methods of recording is the format of recording. Natural recording utilizes the body and mind,\textsuperscript{216} whereas mechanical recording uses magnetism, digital devices, electrical charges, and a host of other means accomplished by scientific development.\textsuperscript{217} This alone does not present a compelling argument to distinguish the two for these purposes. Mechanical recording, to the extent it is a replication of the natural process by alternative means, captures only what is readily observable by human senses and not that which is otherwise imperceptible.
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by humans. The mechanical format, when it replicates the natural process, does not change the substance of the physical reality that is being recorded.

**Limitations.** The scope of recording can be limited in both duration and focus, and mechanical issues may undermine the clarity of the recorded observation. Conversely, natural recording is associated with more inclusive observation, whereby the recorded observation is not undermined by such technological limitations. These issues of limitation speak to the quality of the mechanical recording, which should be vulnerable to questions of reliability. This does not mark a distinction but instead parallels similar issues associated with natural recording. For example, in litigation, the credibility of natural memory—including the perceptive, quality, and communicative aspects—is open to attack by counsel under the Federal Rules of Evidence. These potential deficiencies in recording are therefore common to natural and mechanical recordings.

**Bias and manipulation.** A recording is one person’s observations made permanent. That person’s recording is inherently the consequence of the individual’s subjective bias. The fundamental right here is to use mechanical recording to make permanent the bias which would otherwise be captured by natural recording. The right is not predicated on providing a more objective record than what a natural recording could present. Instead, the two methods of recording reflect the same bias. Similarly, the recording can be subject to conscious and unconscious manipulation. Once again, this does not distinguish between the methods of recording as they are both subject to this type of misuse. These qualities, like the limitations of mechanical recording, are merely factors that should be considered when evaluating the recording’s credibility and reliability.
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Audience interpretation. It is possible that the above issues, or even the viewer’s own bias,226 may implicate problems of interpretation. Issues of interpretation are pertinent only to subsequent viewing of the observations. As such, these issues are beyond the scope of recording those observations. To any degree audience interpretation actually differs between the two methods of recording, this difference does not distinguish natural from mechanical recordings within the boundaries of the fundamental right.

Legal fiction. Mechanical recording that captures the same physical reality as a citizen’s observations is not actually that individual’s natural observations and recording. It is instead a substitute—one that might not precisely capture what the individual observed and, indeed, may capture more than what the individual observed. These are two legitimate distinctions to make. But neither is substantial enough to distinguish the two methods of recording for the purposes here.

First, the “actual difference” distinction is not a significant distinction between the two methods. The physical reality that can be recorded is the same,227 regardless of the method of recording. And courts routinely recognize that mechanical recording, notwithstanding any manipulation, is an objective record of that physical reality.228 So the mechanical recording is merely a change to a more objective perspective of the physical reality that is recorded. The change in perspective does not alter the fact that both methods record the same substance, and therefore it does not adequately distinguish the two methods.

Second, the “greater quantity of recorded material” distinction is not one that separates these two methods to any substantive degree. Because of the presence of both the individual and the mechanical device, both recording methods have the potential and ability to record the exact same observations. Indeed, the nature of the right is one whereby the mechanical device captures something that the individual’s natural recording also observed.229 Otherwise, the me-
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chanical method does not follow from the natural method as a supplement, but instead operates to replace the individual’s natural recording altogether. Therefore, everything that is recorded by the mechanical device could also be naturally recorded. Happenstance and circumstantial arbitrariness may alter the precise substance of the recordings. Mere chance is not given so much weight that the methods of recording can be said to be entirely distinct when the mechanical recording includes additional material that was available to be captured—but unsuccessfully acquired—by natural recording. The additional substance of a mechanical recording is merely a contextual frame to the shared observations of natural and mechanical recording.

This final difference suggests an important practical application of the right. If a recording made by a mechanical device is not actually a citizen’s observations, then the law must decide to what degree it is acceptable for the device’s observations to be an adequate supplement to the citizen’s actual experiences. The extremes, as they often are, are easily ascertained. If a mechanical recording is made from a device in the individual’s physical control, the device is acting as a supplemental method to the individual’s natural recording process. In direct contrast, a mechanical device that records observations when the private citizen is not present does not supplement that individual’s natural recording. It is an observation and recording that the private citizen had no occasion to acquire by natural means, and therefore is beyond that witness’s right to record. The open question is at what point a mechanical recording device is no longer a supplement to, but rather a substitution of, the witness’s natural ability to record via memory.

Practical considerations suggest that the right to record should not be limited to devices that are only on the citizen’s person. Issues of ability and safety sometimes prevent such recording. And simply removing the device from the citizen’s person does not provide the type of unacceptable substitution falling outside of the right to record. As long as the device is within the citizen’s constructive possession while that individual is actually present, the device is operating at a sufficient level of supplementation instead of substitution. The debate over what constitutes constructive possession is
merely acknowledged here without being resolved, as that issue is
better treated by other commentators and the courts.\textsuperscript{230}

In considering the above, differences between the two methods of
recording certainly do exist. These differences, however, are not of
such a degree as to significantly distinguish the two methods. The
deply rooted American tradition, devoted to preserving natural
recording, can therefore be appropriately extended to the right to
record by mechanical device. This extension not only underscores
the inappropriate reversal of the treatment of mechanical recording
following \textit{Katz}\textsuperscript{231} but also further fixes the fundamental nature of
the right to record by mechanical device.

\textbf{3. All Things Within Public Space}

The right of a private citizen to mechanically record is limited to
those observations within public space. There is a basic divide
between the public and private spheres.\textsuperscript{232} Pertaining to the right to
record, this distinction between the public and private can be
tracked along notions of property rights. The Court heralded the
right to exclude as “one of the most essential sticks in the bundle of
rights that are commonly characterized as property”\textsuperscript{233} and added
that the right to exclude is “universally held to be a fundamental
element of the property right.”\textsuperscript{234} It is this element—the ability to
exclude—that helps distinguish the physical boundaries of the right
to record. Indeed, this tracks the boundaries of the right recognized
before the states incorrectly relied upon \textit{Katz} to modify their re-
cording statutes.\textsuperscript{235}

The right to record therefore does not extend to those locations in
which the owner is not a government actor and has the ability to
exclude members of the public who otherwise wish to exercise their
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Because the private owner decides what “sticks” are bundled with the right of entry onto her property, the owner retains the discretion to decide if exercising the right to record is allowed. This cleanly inserts the right to record into this nation’s system of compatible constitutional rights envisioned by the Framers.237

4. Legally Observable by a Private Citizen

The private citizen’s ability to move freely about the public sphere has never been absolute. Both historically and in modern times, this right has been restrained by public nuisance laws, loitering laws, and other state statutes. If the Court recognized a citizen’s right to freely move in the public space, it would not derive from the citizen’s right to record. The right to record merely enables citizens to mechanically record what can be naturally observed. And the ability to naturally observe is restricted by the individual’s ability to move within public space.

Traditional protections of natural recording make apparent which public observations and recordings fall within the right to record. Natural observation has been protected from government infringement that exceeds the reasonable exercise of government duties. This history of natural observation shares a general principle with the constitutional right to mechanically record: that some government deprivation is impermissible. To this end, the right to record offers some degree of protection of public observation and recording from direct deprivation. The difference is the test evaluating what infringement is permissible. The “reasonable exercise” test was used
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when the observation was not a sequential part of a constitutional right. Because the right to record is a fundamental right, direct deprivations should be subject not to a reasonable exercise analysis but rather to strict scrutiny review.243

Related to direct deprivation is the ability of government actors to prohibit mechanical recording by dictating that an individual may not legally be within a public space. This indirectly frustrates the right to record by depriving the citizen of the ability to record specific public observations. Because there is no fundamental right to freedom of movement in public space, and the right to record does not include such a right,244 these spatial constraints implicate two separate levels of review. Such constraints are valid as an internal mechanism of the right, and therefore are not an infringement, only to the extent the restriction targets a legitimate purpose other than infringing the right to record. If the location restriction is implemented to specifically target the right to record, rather than incidentally, then the restriction is akin to direct deprivation and subject to a strict scrutiny review.

D. Subsequent Steps of the Substantive Due Process Analysis

Finding that there is a fundamental right to record is not the end of substantive due process analysis. The remainder of this Note reflects on the additional steps that will need to be addressed in litigation to protect the right to record from government infringement.

1. The Fundamental Liberty Interest Must Be Substantially Infringed

The liberty interest may be impinged in a number of ways. State legislatures may pass recording statutes that directly prohibit a citizen from fully exercising her right to record.245 Police also use broad, “catchall” criminal statutes to deter citizen recording.246 Even when a legislature has refrained from prohibiting a citizen from
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exercising the right to record, other state actors have taken it upon themselves to infringe upon the right simply because it is being exercised. Citizens are subjected to arrests and threats of arrest for recording in public even when there are inadequate legal grounds for such arrests.247

These situations either prevent the private citizen from exercising the fundamental right or punish the citizen for having exercised the right. Not only does this harm the individual who seeks to exercise the right, but it also deters other citizens from exercising the right.248 As a result, each situation presents a substantial infringement of the right to record. Judicial intervention is therefore permitted and necessary.

2. The Infringement Cannot Survive Strict Scrutiny

Government infringement upon individual liberty will survive only if it satisfies the appropriate level of judicial scrutiny. The level of scrutiny depends upon the liberty interest at issue. If no constitutional right has been substantially impinged, the court will employ only a rational basis standard of review.249 To survive rational basis review, all that must be shown is a legitimate state interest, achieved by rationally related means.250 But the liberty interest here is a fundamental right, and as such would be entitled to heightened protection. Infringement upon a fundamental constitutional right is subject to strict scrutiny.251 Strict scrutiny requires that the state not only have a compelling government interest but also that the means be narrowly tailored to achieve that interest.252

Determining what government interests are sufficiently important to be “compelling” is an opaque process.253 The related analysis—determining if the means are narrowly tailored to that compelling
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interest—similarly employs a variety of ambiguous mechanisms that may substantially impact a court’s decision.\textsuperscript{254} Although the process is recognized here, a competent and thorough strict scrutiny analysis of the infringements on the right to record is well beyond the scope of this Note. Though only a cursory foray into this analysis will be provided, it must be noted that strict scrutiny is a difficult standard for the government to satisfy.\textsuperscript{255}

The legislative constraints on the right to record—consent, privacy, and secrecy\textsuperscript{256}—are, in their most broadly conceived notions, possibly compelling state interests. When these interests are narrowed in terms of what type of consent, privacy, and secrecy the state seeks to protect from recording, the “compelling” nature loses much of its luster.

Concerns regarding harassment and public safety are most certainly compelling state interests and could justify restricting the ability of all citizens to record in public.\textsuperscript{257} Accepting this as true, however, fails to resolve the problem that none of the methods of infringement are narrowly tailored to achieve these compelling interests. Admittedly, this analysis is far from thorough. But it provides a glimpse of the strict scrutiny analysis of these infringements upon the fundamental right to record.

**CONCLUSION**

There exists a fundamental, yet unrecognized, right for a private citizen to record with a mechanical device all things within public space that can be legally observed by that individual. This right is deeply rooted in tradition and implicit in the concept of ordered liberty. It was a liberty interest first established in 1884 and later developed by both common and statutory law until it was inappropriately restricted by misguided legislatures eighty years later. The right is further established as fundamental due to its substantial
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relation to the longstanding American tradition of valuing and protecting natural recording.

The scope of the right is limited by the development of America’s traditions. Nonetheless, both legislative and executive conduct has infringed upon the right and the judiciary has, to an alarming degree, allowed such infringement. Although proponents of the right have utilized First Amendment doctrine, it has proven to be unreliable and insufficient to protect the full extent of the right to record. As this Note has suggested, courts and litigants should instead look to the Fourteenth Amendment’s substantive due process to fully protect the fundamental right to record.
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